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ISSUES OF CONCERN TO THE STATION WMGC 
ADDRESSED IN RESPONSIVE PROGRAMMING IN THE  

THIRD QUARTER, 2019 
 

1. Health:  Life-threatening/chronic and mental illnesses. 
 
2. Technology: Technological advances and developments   
 
3. Community: Community events and charity events 
 
4. Employment: Workplace dynamics and advances 
 
5.  Investments: Stock market and the oil and gas industry 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMS 
 

WMGC PROGRAMS THAT 
ADDRESS COMMUNITY ISSUES 

 
 
The Detroit Community Calendar & Events  (Sunday – 6:00 a.m. – 7:00 
a.m.)  
Locally-produced show focusing on topical issues of particular concern 
to Detroit and Metro Detroit residents and discussed upcoming events 
in the community. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Third Quarter 2019 
ISSUE:  Health 

Detroit Community Calendar 
July 7, 2019 

Time: 6:00-6:30 a.m.   Length: 30 Minutes  
Juline Jordan interviewed Dune Wentz, nutritionist, about getting kids 
to eat healthier during the summer months. He discussed the benefits 
of getting kids in the kitchen, fun kid-friendly recipes, what kitchen 
tasks are appropriate for kids at different ages. For younger kids, it’s 
stirring ingredients in a bowl, or adding ingredients. As they get older a 
parent can, with supervision, help them with smaller knife skills. It’s 
been shown that kids who are active in the kitchen with their parents 
take great pride in what they create, so they’re more likely to enjoy the 
food they help prepare.  
 
Detroit Community Calendar 

July 7, 2019 
Time: 6:30-7:00 a.m.   Length: 30 Minutes  
Juline Jordan interviewed health and wellness expert Dr. Julie Gatza 
about beating summertime sugar cravings. Increased unstructured time 
gives your kids more opportunities to make choices about what they 
eat and drink. She says that likely means they’ll be consuming more 
sugar than normal, because kids love sugar. Gatza says the average 
American consumes between 150 to 170 pounds of refined sugar every 
year. Excessive sugar consumption is linked to a long list of problems 
like obesity, cardiovascular disease, joint inflammation and ADHD. Dr. 
Gatza offers a simple 5-step strategy to help us beat our sugar cravings: 
Curb sugar-hungry Candida with yeast-fighting herbs, eat smaller more 
frequent meals, toss out sugar and sugary foods, carry an emergency 
snack bag and don’t rush things. Quitting cold turkey is rarely a good 
idea.  
 



Detroit Community Calendar 

July 14, 2019  
Time: 6:00-6:30 a.m.   Length: 30 Minutes  
Juline Jordan interviewed Dr. Peipei Wishnow about over-active 
bladder, which the three primary symptoms are urinary frequency, 
urinary urgency and nocturia, which is waking up multiple times during 
the night for a bathroom visit, which can disrupt your sleep and affect 
your quality of life. The natural protocol for bladder health for those 
seeking a drugless approach  for taming their OAB. Dr. Wishnow 
recommends losing excess weight, using pelvic floor muscle exercises 
known as Kegel, strengthen your bladder, managing fluid intake, but 
not restricting fluid intake. She also recommends a Chinese herbal 
formulation to increase blood flow to the bladder, while also balancing 
hormones. OAB is not specific to women, as it affects men as well.  
 
Detroit Community Calendar 
July 21, 2019 
Time: 6:00-6:30 a.m.   Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Christopher Felton, author of Re-Member 
Yourself: A Healing Journey Through Your Innerverse, a self-help book 
and journal. Felton says there are many people out there who have had 
their zest for life diminished, and their social interactions have been 
strangled by the heaviness of their pain, and their enthusiasm has been 
immobilized by disappointment and frustration. He also says it is worth 
the effort to do the daily work on yourself to correct your negative 
thinking. You are your own sculptor and you create your own reality 
and determine whether that reality is positive or negative. He discussed 
how people can descend into negativity and depression, and how they 
can approach life more positively.  
 
 
 



Detroit Community Calendar 
July 28, 2019 
Time: 6:00-6:30 a.m.   Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Kirk Abner, author of the Awareness Series, 
about self-image being the pre-cursor to fixing your career and 
relationships. Life coaches and psychologists say that how we see 
ourselves – and how we believe others view us – often impacts how far 
we go in life in terms of career accomplishments and happiness in 
relationships. Abner says he hit rock bottom at middle age but bounced 
back to find happiness and fulfillment and offers steps to get back on 
track and build a positive self-image that leads to an enjoyable life. 
Understanding who you really are is the most important consideration 
before you and that having a heart-to-heart talk with yourself is 
important. 
 
Detroit Community Calendar 
July 28, 2019 
Time: 6:30-7:00 a.m.   Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Dr. Steven J. Moravec, author of Going the 
Extra Mile: Merging Technology and Expertise for  Lifetime of Smiles 
points to a study that showed that more than half of people surveyed 
say that, everything else being equal, someone with crooked or bad 
teeth is less likely to land a job when competing with someone with 
nice teech. He discussed the economic and social benefits of a great 
smile. He says that nice looking teeth can lead to more job 
opportunities and other wins. These problems affect people in terms of 
self-esteem and confidence and says that a smile is an investment that 
will increase in value through the years.  
 
 
 
 
 



Detroit Community Calendar 
August 11, 2019 
Time: 6:00-6:30 a.m.  Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed a frequent guest, Nutritional Physician Dr. 
Cass Ingram about heart-healing herbs and spices that can save lives. 
Dr. Ingram says according to the National Center for Health Statistics, 
28.2 million American adults now suffer from heart disease and more 
than 650,000 die from it each year, making it the leading cause of death 
for both men and women. Dr. Ingram says the good news is that 
cardiovascular disease is largely preventable and can be influenced by 
lifestyle and diet. He is the author of many natural health books, 
including The Cure is in the Cupboard, The Black Seed Miracle, The 
Miracle of Wild Oregano, and many others.  
 
Detroit Community Calendar 

August 11, 2019 
Time: 6:30 – 7:00 a.m.   Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Dr. Lynn Lipskis, who specializes in sleep 
apnea, and TMJ/TMD, as well as orthodontics. They discussed sleep 
apnea, which she says affects 22 million Americans and says eating 
healthier can help them sleep better and avoid the major health 
consequences of sleep deprivation. Adopting a whole food, plant-based 
diet can help patients accomplish these consequences without 
subjecting people to difficult-to-sustain, calorie-deprivation diets. It is 
very successful in helping people lost weight, which is one of the causes 
of apnea, because individuals can eat as much as they want of a whole, 
plant-based foods and still keep the weight off.  
 
Detroit Community Calendar 
August 25, 2019 
Time: 6:00-6:30 a.m. Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Christopher Felton, psychologist and author, 
about how stress, worry, anger and depression afflict many millions in 



the world today, and a Gallup Poll where it says that Americans are 
among the most negative people in the world. Felton says there are 
many people who have had their zest for life diminished. Their social 
interactions have been strangled by the heaviness of their pain and 
their enthusiasm has been immobilized by disappointment and 
frustration. He says that it is worth the effort to do the daily work on 
ourselves to correct negative thinking and we are all our own sculptors. 
Creating our own reality and determining whether that reality is 
positive or negative.  
 
Detroit Community Calendar  
August 25, 2019  
Time: 6:30-7:00 a.m.   30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed reporter and bestselling author Matt Richtel 
about the power of the immune system, with a cutting-edge account of 
scientific discoveries that promise to revolutionize the practice of 
medicine to improve our lives immeasurably, as told through the 
moving stories of four people living with life-challenging illnesses. The 
immune system impacts every aspect of our lives, including sleep, 
mood, fitness, nutrition, brain function and aging, and is the ultimate 
key to wellness and longevity. The immune system is also widely 
misunderstood. The more we know, the more we can improve our 
lives. 
 
Detroit Community Calendar 
September 1, 2019 
Time: 6:00-6:30 a.m. Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Dr. Suhyun An, an expert on regenerative 
medicine and co-author of Demystifying Stem Cells: A Real-Life 
Approach to Regenerative Medicine. The topic was body toxicity, 
focusing on what we put in our bodies. What we eat and drink not only 
impacts how we look but how we feel and how healthy we actually are. 
The doctor says it’s vital to get the bad stuff out and keep them out. 



Toxins can severely affect every part of the body. They’re in tons of 
every-day products and that includes food and drink. She suggests 
eating only organic and drinking purified water.  
 
ISSUE: Technology 
Detroit Community Calendar  
July 14, 2019 
Time: 6:30-7:00 a.m.    Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Chris Hoose, an IT consultant who works with 
small business. He offers that every year, technology becomes even 
more accessible to companies of all sizes. For example, he says, 
consumers increasingly are making use of such artificial intelligence 
issues as Siri or Alexa to help them do internet searches using their 
voices. Voice search is changing the way people find information 
because these queries are structured differently than when we type 
terms into a search engine and organizations of all types can benefit 
from optimizing their content to improve where they fall in a voice 
search. In addition to voice search, Hoose says, other technological 
trends businesses need to take full advantage of include the Internet of 
Things, artificial intelligence, telecommuting, voice search and 
customer-relationship-management (CRM) software.  
 
Detroit Community Calendar 
July 21, 2019 
Time: 6:30-7:00 a.m.   Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Gui Costin, a financial consultant who says 
that businesses that fail to understand the mindset of a millennial (and 
technology) are bound to fall behind competitors in their space. Costin 
says when it comes to shopping and buying, the Millennial generation 
appears to play by its own rules. He also says Millennials are changing 
how we buy, how we sell, how we vacation, how we invest and just 
about everything else. If you’re running a business, you have to pay 
attention to how they think and act. He discussed what businesses 



need to know about this if they hope to attract and keep them as 
customers.  
 
Detroit Community Calendar 

August 4, 2019 
Time: 6:00-6:30 a.m.   Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Alex Zlatin, CEO of Maxim Software Systems, 
who says many healthcare offices are not prepared to combat 
cyberattacks. He says it is unsettling because they can easily fall victim 
to such attacks, including ransomware where hackers take control of 
computers and demand money before they restore your access. Zlatin 
also says anyone who doesn’t have a backup plan can be in big trouble 
if their computers are taken over by ransomware and that the stakes 
are even higher in the healthcare industry. He adds that healthcare 
organizations are prime targets because of all the patients’ personal 
information they have to “offer” cyber criminals, and it is imperative 
they get up to speed on how to prevent such a nightmare scenario and 
how to deal with a ransomware attack quickly.  
 
ISSUE: Community 
August 4, 2019 
Time: 6:30-7:00 a.m.   30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Meredith Jordan, about film incentives for 
states vs. The Hollywood Film Industry. They discussed Michigan losing 
its film incentives several years ago, and the impact it had on local 
businesses, actors and behind-the-scenes personnel. This was a 
legislative decision and the state film industry went away with that 
decision. Meredith Jordan explains that the Hollywood film industry 
follows the money; therefore, states are left behind by Hollywood that 
there are many factors in that decision. She says it is a fickle business, 
and she knows because she spent a year as a journalist on a major 
Hollywood feature, and she chronicled the behind-the-scenes 
happenings in the making of Last Vegas, starring Robert Deniro. 



Meredith Jordan is an award-winning reporter, has worked for East 
Coast news organizations for 25 years, including Dow Jones & Co., Cox 
Communications and National Geographic. 
 
August 18, 2019 
Time: 6:00-6:30 a.m.   Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Officer Danyell Robinson, Neighborhood 
Police Officer for the Detroit Police Department about a free event for 
kids in Detroit to help with team building and self-esteem issues. The 
event is a mini-Olympics-style gathering, with a variety of sports, 
including basketball, baseball, and track and field. There was also a 
back-to-school event in conjunction with this particular event where 
kids receive backpacks full of school supplies to help get them started 
for the new school year. Officer Robinson discussed the DPD’s desire to 
bring communities together, with hopes of educating kids about 
conflict resolution and other important issues.  
 
Detroit Community Calendar 
August 18, 2019 
Time: 6:30-7:00 a.m.   Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Cindy Yankley, Director of Events for I Heart 
Dogs Rescue about their event to raise money for the rescue 
organization in conjunction with Faber Allstate Insurance in Novi. The 
insurance company will make donations to the animal rescue 
organization every time someone comes in or calls to get a quote from 
them. They were to set up in front of Pet Valu with adoptable dogs and 
cats so that people can stop by and consider adoption. I Heart Dogs 
Rescue is a no-kill shelter with a permanent facility, and they also 
venture out to many locations throughout the year to hopefully get 
these animals rescued. They currently have 250 dogs in need of homes.  
 
 
 



Detroit Community Calendar 
September 15, 2019 
Time: 6:30-7:00 a.m.  Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Bob Steffen from the Birmingham Chamber 
of Commerce about their Vine and Dine fundraiser for Gleaners 
Community Food Bank of S.E. Michigan. This included a cooking 
competition with three accomplished chefs from the metro area, using 
a pantry box of items similar to those that are given to people in need 
of food. The event also included dishes from over 15 area restaurants, a 
raffle, an auction and a wine pull.  
 
Detroit Community Calendar 
September 22, 2019 
Time: 6:00-6:30 a.m.  Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Julian Otto about the Law Enforcement Torch 
Run to benefit Special Olympics Michigan athletes across the state. 
Subway restaurants across Michigan team up with the run to be a 
presenting partner. This run is the single largest grassroots fundraising 
effort for Special Olympics International. The two main goals of the run 
are to raise funds and create awareness for the athletes who 
participate in Special Olympics Michigan. The organization provides 
year-round sports training and athletic competition for 27, 745 children 
and adults with intellectual disabilities.  
 
Detroit Community Calendar 
September 22, 2019 
Time: 6:30-7:00 a.m.  Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Rebecca Gade-Sawicki about the Women’s 
Harvest Luncheon at the Royal Oak Farmer’s Market which will gather 
300 women leaders in business and the community to raise money for 
Forgotten Harvest. Forgotten Harvest works year around to alleviate 
hunger and reduce food waste. The luncheon will be prepared by local 



female chefs, using produce from the Forgotten Harvest Farm. This is 
an annual event. 
 
Detroit Community Calendar 
September 29, 2019 
Time: 6:00-6:30 a.m.  Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Sandy Johansen about an upcoming 
community event called Dancing with the Survivors. This is direct 
support for breast cancer patients in treatment via the Pink Fund. The 
goal of the fund is meeting their needs while in treatment, decreasing 
stress levels so that the women can focus on healing. Local breast 
cancer survivors are paired up with professional dancers for the 
competition and money is raised. There is a silent auction and dinner.  
 
Detroit Community Calendar 
September 29, 2019 
Time: 6:30-7:00 a.m.   Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Samuel Goldstein about the 30th annual 
Make-a-Wish Ball. The goal of the Make-a-Wish Foundation is to 
support children who are facing critical illnesses. It’s a black-tie gala 
that will be held at the Renaissance Center in downtown Detroit. There 
will be a live auction and dancing, along with dinner. Entertainment will 
be Martha Reeves and the Vandellas.   
 
Topic: Employment 
Detroit Community Calendar 
September 1, 2019 
Time: 6:30-7:00 a.m.   30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Shawn Burcham, founder and CEO of 
PFSbrands and author of Keeping Score with GRITT: Straight Talk 
Strategies for Success. They discussed job satisfaction and also taking 
care of employees so they will be better prepared and far more 
motivated to take care of the clientele. Burcham says ultimately, you 



want employees who think and act like owners. One of the first steps 
toward cultivating such an environment is to communicate openly with 
employees. It’s maybe even more crucial today because newer 
generations entering the workforce want to know the “why” of what 
they are doing. He says Millennials value truth and honesty and are 
looking for personal growth, education and continuous learning.  
 
Detroit Community Calendar 
September 8, 2019 
Time: 6:30-7:00 a.m.   Length: 30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Bob Fisch, former rue21 CEO and featured 
ForbesBooks author of Fisch Tales: The Making of a Millennial Baby 
Boomer. They discussed the importance of “tribal knowledge” in 
businesses and how mutual mentoring between millennials and baby 
boomers can improve everyone’s work. He says tribal knowledge is the 
kind of wisdom that comes from practical experience, where the 
person understands what it takes to get things done and goes about 
doing it. The singular ingredient of tribal knowledge that he values the 
most is passion. It isn’t tied to age, and there are definitely things that 
can be learned from both groups.  
 
TOPIC: Investments 
Detroit Community Calendar 
September 8, 2019 
Time: 6:00-6:30 a.m.   30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Jay Young, a fourth generation oil man and 
author of The Upside of Oil and Gas Investing. They talked about the 
implications for the U.S after drone attacks hit the heart of Saudi 
Arabia’s oil industry. He says the attacks triggered the steepest 
petroleum market price surge in 30 years and stoked fears for the 
global economy. He says it’s no surprise that oil prices reacted as they 
did. They discussed the future of oil, how this will affect the lives of the 



average Americans, becoming less dependent on foreign oil and 
alternative fuel sources.  
 
Detroit Community Calendar 
September 15, 2019 
Time: 6:00-6:30 a.m.   30 minutes 
Juline Jordan interviewed Dr. Joseph Belmonte, an investment 
strategist and author of Buffett and Beyond: Uncovering the Secret 
Ratio for Superior Stock Selection. They discussed concerns that many 
financial professionals have that the historic bull market may soon end 
its run, and what needs to be done to better protect investments. They 
also discussed a slump in the economy and another possible recession. 
Belmonte says people will talk about having good or bad luck in the 
market, and that you never want to depend on blind luck. He says to 
stay away from cyclical stocks, which are stocks that perform well when 
the economy is humming along, but struggle when things turn sour.  
 
WMGC PSA’s: 
 
American Red Cross                           60 
Mentoring                                            64 
Stop Texts stop Wrecks                     74 
Plastic/Save animals                          78 
Reading to children                            50 
Shelter pets                                         50 
Stand up to cancer                             63 
  
  
Totals 439 
 
 
 
 


